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Abstract
The first edition of the IberLEF 2022 shared task on Reading Comprehension and Reasoning Explanation
for Spanish (ReCoRES) aimed at selecting correct answers for multiple-choice questions and providing
their rationales. In this work, we tested the zero-shot capabilitiews of a custom trained decoder-only
model of 6 billion parameters, BERTIN GPT-J-6B. We compared it against classic fine-tuning of encoder-
only language models for the task of question answering, and sequence to sequence for the explanation
generation task. While the results of our best BERT-based language model were mildly successful in the
multiple-choice questions task surpassing random choice and the zero-shot approach, the generation of
valid explanations for the answers using a BERTIN GPT-J-6B surpassed a strong fine-tuned sequence to
sequence T5 model baseline while requiring no training data at all.
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1. Introduction

Reading Comprehension (RC) is a historically difficult task in Natural Language Processing
[1]. The advent of transformers-based models at ever increasing scales has demonstrated that
answering multiple-choice questions about a given passage of text is starting to get to human-
level performance [2, 3]. However, extracting the reasoning behind a model’s choice for an
answer is an arguably more challenging task. Different varieties of questions and answers (QA)
datasets have been proposed in the literature over the years [4] [5] [6] [7], [8]. Regarding RC,
they can be split in two types [9]. The first one is “lookup” datasets, where the explanation for
an answer is usually given in the text and the task is then reduced to explain where and how an
answer was found in the passage or corpus. We can refer to the second type as “inference”, in
which some kind of multi-step reasoning is needed to properly find and explain an answer, that
is, the explanation structure is not evident from the question.

In this work, we present an approach to generate reasoning explanations for the Reading
Comprehension and Reasoning Explanation for Spanish (ReCoRES) shared task [10], which
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contains instances of both “lookup” as well as “inference” questions and their reasoning. We
show that our zero-shot generation approach outperforms a strong fine-tuned baseline on the
BERTScore metric [11].

2. Related work

After the initial efforts of the last two decades on building comprehensive taxonomies and
knowledge bases for natural language inference [12, 13, 14], neural-evidence reasoning systems
have been proposed with applications on open QA [15], common sense QA [16], fact checking
and verification [17], as well as for inferential text generation [18, 19], and multi-hop ques-
tion answering [20]. Recently, Jhamtani and Clark [21] constructed three datasets aiming at
explaining why an chosen answer might be correct. The first one counted over 98,000 anno-
tations explaining the answers to questions with two or more jumps in the inference process.
The second dataset, was created by introducing modifications to the first one, preserving its
validity, and it was used to test robustness and to generate predictive models capable of making
explanations. Finally, the third dataset was also generated based off the first one but adding
logical representations, converting the sentences into reasoning chains, something that has
gained popularity as chain-of-thought reasoning [3, 22, 23]. Jhamtani and Clark concluded that
this last data set, and therefore its representation, was the most robust.

In a recent survey published by Hartmann and Sonntag [24], the authors draw the main
conclusion that models trained with human explanations are much more agile and perform
better than models trained using labels, because the human explanations help the models
focus on the relevant features of the data. In the last year alone, massive language models
are starting to provide explanations for multi-hop reasoning datasets using just zero-shot or
few-shot learning [3, 22, 23].

3. Dataset

The ReCoRES dataset consists of 1,796 questions from 413 different passages. Most passages
have 5 questions each, and the number of questions per passage ranges from 1 to 8. The dataset is
split into training, validation, and test sets, with non-overlapping text passages. The distribution
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Distributions of questions and text passages per split in the dataset.

Split Questions Texts

Train 1,047 257
Validation 363 91
Test 386 91

Each sample in the dataset contains information for 9 different attributes as shown below:



• Text: The text passage containing the context of the question.
• Question: The question to answer.
• A, B, C, D, E: The text of five possible answers.
• Answer: The label for the correct answer (A, B, C, D, or E).
• Reason: The text containing the reasoning for the correct answer.

A sample from the dataset is shown in Table 2. Interestingly, the dataset mixes different kinds
of questions. In some cases, the question is about the meaning of words in the given context, in
others it asks for a summary of the text, the completion of sentences, the main argument of the
text, or even inference on hypothetical situations.

Table 2
Random sample from the dataset asking about a possible summary for the given text.

Attribute Value

Text Platón le interesaba mucho las matemáticas, porque las relaciones
matemáticas jamás cambian. La suma de los ángulos de un triángulo
es 1800 siempre. Por lo tanto, es algo sobre lo que debemos tener
conocimientos ciertos. Sostenía Platón que sólo podemos tener ideas
vagas sobre lo que sentimos, pero sí podemos conseguir conocimientos
ciertos sobre aquello que reconocemos con la razón. RUSELL Dic-
cionario de Filosofía

Question El mejor resumen del texto es
A El ser humano debe preocuparse por buscar conocimientos ciertos.
B Platón sostenía que la matemática se sustenta en relaciones invariables.
C La matemática no puede estar constituida por conceptos imprecisos.
D El racionalismo de Platón lo llevó a destacar la importancia de la

matemática.
E El conocimiento de la matemática permite que nuestra razón supere la

vaguedad.
Answer D
Reason El mejor resumen del texto es el racionalismo de Platón lo llevó a

destacar la importancia de la matemática. De acuerdo al texto, Platón
dice que sólo obtenemos conocimiento cierto de la razón. De ahí que la
matemática, al basarse en conocimiento racional, sea una importante
disciplina debido a la precisión en los datos obtenidos y su carácter
inmutable (que no cambia) de acuerdo con la creencia platónica.

Two sub-tasks are defined from the ReCoRES dataset:

1. Multiple choice machine reading comprehension (sub-task 1), in which, given a text,
a question, and a set of candidate answers, the task is to select the correct answer.

2. Reasoning explanation (sub-task 2), in which, given a text and a question, the task is
to generate an explanation for its answer selection.



4. Methods

We tackled the different sub-tasks sequentially, testing different approaches for the sub-task 1,
and selecting the best performing method to provide a richer context for the sub-task 2.

In both sub-tasks, we used a custom-built auto-regressive decoder-only model further trained
from the GPT-J-6B model weights [25] on the BERTIN corpus of Spanish texts [26]. The
mC4-es-sampled dataset is a Spanish subset of mC4 [27] sampled using perplexity values
up to 50 million documents. The perplexity sampling method used for the creation of the
the BERTIN RoBERTa model seems to provide a good trade-off of dataset size versus quality,
which might help reduce training times without impacting the resulting models. The BERTIN
GPT-J-6B model was finetuned following the original Mesh Transformer Jax code [28]. Details
about the hyperparameters used are shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Hyperparameter description for the GPT-J-6B models.

Hyperparameter Value

𝑛𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 6,053,381,344
𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠† 28
𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 4,096
𝑑𝑓𝑓 16,384
𝑛ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 16
𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 256
𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑥 2,048
𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑏‡ 50,257/50,400
Positional Encoding RoPE [29]
RoPE Dimensions 64

†Each layer consists of one feedforward block and one self
attention block.
‡Although the embedding matrix has a size of 50,400, only
50,257 entries are used by the GPT-2 tokenizer [30].

As the original GPT-J-6B model, BERTIN GPT-J-6B consists of 28 layers with a model dimen-
sion of 4,096, and a feed-forward dimension of 16,384. The model dimension is split into 16
heads, each with a dimension of 256. Each of the 64 dimensions of each head use Rotary Position
Embedding (RoPE) as described in [29]. The model was trained to predict the next token as
an auto-regressive language model using a cross-entropy loss. The size of the vocabulary is
50,257 BPE tokens as in GPT-2 and GPT-3. The model was finetuned for 40 billion tokens
(40,384,790,528) over 616,000 steps on a single TPUv3-8 VM. In all cases, the generated text
used sampling decoding, producing at maximum 75 new tokens, and with top-k value of 50,
top-p of 0.95, and temperature of 0.8. Some basic cleaning was performed to remove incomplete
sentences and other inconsistencies.

https://huggingface.co/datasets/bertin-project/mc4-es-sampled
https://github.com/kingoflolz/mesh-transformer-jax/blob/f2aa66e0925de6593dcbb70e72399b97b4130482/mesh_transformer/layers.py#L223


def r eas on ( t e x t , q ues t i on , answer ) :
prompt = f " { t e x t } \ n \ n { q u e s t i o n }  { answer }  E l  mot ivo  es  que "
g e n e r a t e d = comple te_wi th_gpt ( prompt , max_length = 7 5 )
return c a p i t a l i z e _ f i r s t _ w o r d ( g e n e r a t e d )

Figure 1: Python pseudo-code for the construction of the prompt that is fed to the generation model.

4.1. Sub-task 1

Two different approaches were tested for the task of multiple choice machine reading compre-
hension. First, in a zero-shot setting, we let BERTIN GPT-J-6B complete a prompt that combined
both the text and the question. The generated text was then split by sentence and passed to
different sentence similarity models to compare each sentence to the candidate answers. The
pair (generated sentence, candidate answer) with the better score was selected as the correct
answer.

The second approach was a simple fine-tuning of two Spanish RoBERTa models [31], BERTIN
[26] and MarIA [32], for 5 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-05.

4.2. Sub-task 2

For the task of reasoning explanation, we also tested two approaches. The first approach was
using the generated text from the previous sub-task directly as an explanation. The second
approach involved generating new predictions on a prompt that combined the text passage, the
question, and the predicted answer from the best method in the sub-task 1. The prompt was
constructed as as shown in Figure 1.

5. Results

The evaluation for the sub-task 1 is based on the standard accuracy, i.e., the number of correct
answers in relation to the total number of questions, but also on the c@1 [33], a more con-
servative metric that penalizes the incorrect answers, encouraging systems to not choose an
answer unless they are certain. However, since our methods always select one answer among
the candidate answers, in this case both metrics have identical values. Hence, we are only
reporting accuracy against a baseline where a random answer is chosen.

Table 4 shows the accuracy on the validation set of the different methods. For those using
BERTIN GPT-J-6B, sentence-BERT multilingual models [34, 35] were used to compare sentences
from the generated text to the candidate answers. Specifically, we used all-mpnet-base-v2,
a well-round model trained on a large and diverse dataset of over 1 billion training pairs on the
basis of MPNet [36], and paraphrase-multilingual-MiniLM-L12-v2, trained following
a Teacher-Student approach on the basis of MiniLM models [37] and a multilingual corpus of
paraphrases in more than 50 languages.

The zero-shot BERTIN GPT-J-6B performed slightly better than random in combination with
the all-mpnet-base-v2 model. However, both fine-tuned models performed better than the



zero-shot BERTIN GPT-J-6B for multiple-choice QA, with MarIA scoring the highest at 46.01
accuracy on the validtion set and 40.67 on the test set.

Table 4
Accuracy scores in percentages of the different methods on the validation and test sets for the sub-task
1. Best scores in bold.

Method Model Validation Test

Baseline (random) 20.00 20.00

BERTIN GPT-J-6B +
all-mpnet-base-v2 20.39 20.47
paraphrase-multilingual-MiniLM-L12-v2 16.25 17.88

Fine-tune
RoBERTa-base BERTIN 38.84 38.34
RoBERTa-base MarIA 46.01 40.67

For the sub-task 2, we report the semantic metric BERTScore [11], using as the base model
a multilingual BERT-base language model trained on the top 104 languages with the largest
Wikipedia following the standard masked language modeling objective [38]. This metric
measures the level of similarity between the generated explanation and its manual reference.
Table 5 shows the results of the two different approaches on the validation and test sets. The
baseline was obtained by fine-tuning a multilingual T5 model (mT5) [27] for 5 epochs on the
training set.

Table 5
BERTScore F1 scores (over 100) of the different methods on the validation and test sets for the sub-task
2. Best scores in bold.

Explanation Validation Test

Baseline (mT5) 66.14 65.79

Sub-task 1 generated text 66.55 66.86
Sub-task 2 generated text 68.19 68.67

As seen in Table 5, generating new explanations off the choices made by MarIA yields the
best results surpassing the mT5 baseline by almost 3 F1 points on the test set.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we have tested the zero-shot capabilities on machine reading comprehension
and reasoning of a 6 billion parameters decoder-only model trained on Spanish texts from the
weights of a training on English content. We complemented the approach with other zero-shot
inference-only models. We found that by itself, BERTIN GPT-J-6B does slightly better than



random, but heavily underperforms when compared to a simple fine-tuning of monolingual
Spanish RoBERTa-base models.

Interestingly, the BERTIN GPT-J-6B model is able to generate explanations 3 F1 points better
than a fine-tuned version of a multilingual sequence to sequence model (mT5). This opens up
the possibility of generating reasoning explanations using 1-shot and few-shot learning and
even chain-of-thought techniques to further improve the performance.
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A. Limitations and Biases

As the original GPT-J model, the core functionality of BERTIN-GPT-J-6B is taking a string of
text and predicting the next token. While language models are widely used for tasks other
than this, there are a lot of unknowns with this work. When prompting BERTIN GPT-J-6B it is
important to remember that the statistically most likely next token is often not the token that
produces the most "accurate" text. Never depend upon BERTIN GPT-J-6B to produce factually
accurate output.

The original GPT-J was trained on the Pile, a dataset known to contain profanity, lewd, and
otherwise abrasive language. Depending upon use case GPT-J may produce socially unacceptable
text. See Sections 5 and 6 of the Pile paper [39] for a more detailed analysis of the biases in
the Pile. A fine-grained analysis of the bias contained in the corpus used for fine-tuning is still
pending, although some preliminary remarks are given in the BERTIN paper [26].

As with all language models, it is hard to predict in advance how BERTIN GPT-J-6B will
respond to particular prompts and offensive content may occur without warning. We recommend
having a human curate or filter the outputs before releasing them, both to censor undesirable
content and to improve the quality of the results.

B. Availability

The BERTIN GPT-J-6B model is free and openly available at https://huggingface.co/
bertin-project/bertin-gpt-j-6B. A demo of the model can also be found at https://huggingface.
co/spaces/bertin-project/bertin-gpt-j-6B.
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